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Is the recent fall in Ethereum prices an Opportunity? - YES, but only, if you know how to turn it into

one " The initial price of Ether was established at 200 ETH for every BTC. This implied that one ETH

was worth a couple of cents at the most. Things sure did change for Ethereum by the time the

trading price of Ethereum was recorded at $407 in July 2017. This means that there has been an

almost 5000% rise in the price of ETH. Ethereum, also happens to be the second most valuable

cryptocurrency in the world, right behind Bitcoin, which has been valued at $48.9 billion....BUY

NOW TO CONTINUE READING ! " The book contains information about: Deciding if Ethereum is

for youHow to buy EthereumHow to sell EthereumHow to use EthereumHow to mine

Ethereum....and pretty much everything you need to know Order this book now before prices rise to

$12.99
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Ethereum is the future of investments. Investing in Ethereum is a good idea, and it is here to stay. It

overcomes all the disadvantages that fiat money poses. Learning about Ethereum will help you in

making the most of your investments and help you make better financial choices as well. All the

information that has been provided in this book will helps me making an informed investment. Now i

am aware of how it functions, its benefits, the method in which it is traded, and the process of

getting started, allt he things i need to know to getting started with ethereum invesment.

This book is a complete path to understanding and profiting with Ethereum.This makes

understanding something new and exciting easy and I appreciate that side of it. I had no idea what



ethereum was until I read this. It covers topics like Ethereum basics,smart contracts,and investing to

Ethereum. Really like it.Highly recommended to anyone interested in Cryptocurrency.

A great intro! Helped me think of new ways to use Ethereum. I am working with a team on an

Ethereum based project, and I recommended this book to them as well.

Ethereum has been a grandslam for the tech and entrepreneurial community, major corporations as

well as Ether investors. Its goal is to make a decentralized internet. It has a very good shot at

becoming "the new internet", literally. It could one day replace a lot of technology and ways that we

host and execute code online. As the most trending Cryptocurrency in the world, the question

everyone asks is how can they get some. The simplest way is a site like CoinBase. But there are

also a number of Cryptocurrency exchanges such as Kraken, Poloniex, Gemini, etc.you can

securely store your coins on any number of secure digital wallets, or even a physical wallet if you

write down the information as CoinBase also has a secure multi-sig vault now. So what's the

difference of the Blockchain and Ether, Ethereum does for anything involving programming and

computing. While it utilizes it's own version of a blockchain, it is functionally different than Bitcoin.

This is helpful and good guide for beginners, to those whose aren't familiar of the Bitcoins and

Ethereum and with other techs.

Highly recommended book. I'm always looking for a new way to invest so this book was very

interesting to me.This book provides a very good and useful information, and here you can find out

the benefits of Ethereum..for beginner it's good information, because in past I cannot understand

Principe of bitcoin and this type of money. And now I understand between ness and how this

Principe works.

Nice book for those who are interested in bitcoin investing. Ethereum investing is very similiar to

bitcoins, but without the flaws that bitcoin investing has. I just hoped that it would give more

strategies on how to invest successfully, but this book is more guided to explaining what ethereum

investing is, setting up your ewallet and preparing you to invest, but for more detailed analysis you

would need to buy another book, so hope there will be a sequel to this book.

I choose to learn Eth instead of Bitcoin because Bitcoin is a bit more harder to farm considering how

congested the mining areas are it will be pointless for me to spend a lot of resources just to pay my



electricity bills. I don't know why I did not read a book like this earlier because this book has pretty

much explains everything I need to know about Ethereum.

Oh great guide for beginner like myself in Ethereum! I have little knowledge about it but I'm really

interested on it because it might become a passive income for me so that I will have extra money.

The instructions and guidelines inside this book are so easy to follow and understand. Time to get

started in this digital currency.
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